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VISION OF THE GODDESS IN A CITY SUMMER                               
                                                  (to Carolyn Kizer) 
 
And yet what if the sweat that breaks 
Even from Her feet as they pass 
Can never rain these pavements back 
To a mud- a milk-cud grass 
 
Time that diamond instant dew dulls 
Is it quicker than them quote 
That strode presence those fading puddles 
Not in this goadless heat 
 
Oh mirage oh haze of hydrants 
Go Isis-proud across crosswalks 
Leave brief seas without a halt 
 
Till all my doubts dissolve at once 
And down I'll follow cowed to lick 
Your soleprints for my salt 
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WINTER REGRETS 
 
The snow on my ladder's rungs 
seems to be stepping upward, 
returning to that cloud which hangs 
framed in the faded cardboard 
 
of an old calendar landscape 
whose dust holds the days I desire 
to live in, fixing to climb up 
past that summer sun and hammer 
 
the scene in whole.  I didn't haul 
my ladder in and now it's too late— 
I turn from the window and stare 
 
lost at a vista of August air 
tacked, half-peeled from the kitchen wall. 
All the undone chores must wait. 
 

NOTE 
 
* 
The order of the poems is random... 
 
 
* 
Rhyme for me is such an important aspect of writing 
sonnets (if I dare use that term), that it's hard  
to think of any I've done 
as UNrhymed, 
 
but these end-rhymed ones do have their 
own equity and compact with the form, 
 
and hence these three pdfs——— 
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DE-EVOLUTION OF THE POET IN RUMOR'S HOUSE 
 
Neutered condom, amphibianed from whose lips— 
The times I've tried to dive to Rumor's house! which, 
I have to quote that brute, Ovid, is "the world's 
Center," most quested-for, yet nearest core:  
 
What verse ensures the windows doors there never 
Close, oh porous palace where every phrase 
Blurted by earthen creatures goes stored.  Surface  
Abyss, endless source swearing itself his page. 
 
Who welcomes my omega—elsely geared, I bleed— 
Island keeled in the always flood of fade. 
The dying D and end N of our days' A 
 
Resumes these scattered patterns, theme's mutest speech.   
Each time it tries to say more than this 
The tip of the tongue must wrestle a leech. 
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COSTARRING OSCAR WILDE AS MADAME SOSOSTRIS 
 
White: white as a tablecloth that moonlights as a bride                  
For the unborn you—appeared—or a waterfall                        
Which leans against another waterfall (your hair).                   
My beeper slave of lost voices barked: what?                          
 
While the cup that knelt to summer burst; I tried                       
To garden the fireplace and farm the doormat                          
But proto-frog-photos of you grew inside me there,                    
Groping with bare hands of flood my gnarlgargoyle.                   
 
Deeper than my beeper you knew; sibyled guesses.                      
And yet . . . 'misery is proximity.'  Oh                               
The seance was as far as possible tuxedoes.                           
 
Aftermath is a mouth.  Speaks.  Speaks?  Yes, but less as                       
Flesh than what; yak mask for that old fop Apollo?                 
The god retrieves his gloves and, feigning to go, goes.                                                                                                           
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PARABLE FROM CHILDHOOD 
 
Something about a pond, and on the pond 
a paper boat; something about a child's 
act, dropping a pebble upon that boat 
to study the effect: but then to let       
other pebbles fall to see if it holds, 
to kneel there spilling them one after one 
until, until finally . . . 
                                     If I weigh 
this poem down with much more, it too will sink— 
 
Writing my poems of a boy on the brink 
has shown how ripples horizoned by sky 
remain the only real cargo aboard 
whatever that craft that unmoored us was, 
and yet why he treasured such passages. 
Saying they be lost we would launch each word. 
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THE LOST 
 
Those who miss themselves 
will depart from postal shelves 
to eliminate home 
from their name. 
 
Those who fly away will find 
they can envision 
a feather's features upon 
the face they left behind. 
 
Those who leave too soon 
now that faraway's full 
of neighbors will ruin 
their one chance for arrival. 
 
Even so, they're all willing to go. 
Will I in likewise kin be able to? 
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FEBRUARY FOURTEENTH: FREEZEFRAME 
                         (to James Elroy Flecker, with thanks  
                      for translating teardrops into handcuffs) 
 
Please press a valentine shape tool to my chest 
And extract from it what was never there 
Then singe your ciggie on this thing that mists 
Over only when shattered 's no mirror 
 
I lie beside you my caresses deepmeant 
Though they fade as fast as escape plans traced 
Across a prison blanket by an absent 
Fingernail whose blood you piss in my face 
 
Is that it is that why I cry for more torture 
That way you look at me pityingly 
Iffen I say things like rain ice drops cling 
 
There our branch out there like someone been trying 
On all their bracelets at once to see 
Which is prettiest but of course none are 
 
 
Note: 
Flecker: Parnassianism (his list: "Hérédia, Leconte  
de Lisle, Samain, Henri de Régnier, and Jean Moréas");  
le vice anglais (the home version); death at age 30  
(consumption). 
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OVERLIFER-BAG 
 
Age is a case of aches 
you try to strap closed 
with your own arms 
but even they can't hold 
shut what this tote crams   
like hotel-soaps stole 
when it pops open. 
No clasp will fasten. 
 
Packed up and parked on 
the curb where a cab brakes 
impatient to leave— 
cheap valise  
spilling out undies  
each time we breathe. 
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THE PAST: TO X 
 
Whenever keys lick our hands,  
melting them into other hands,  
each door opens on a scene of 
thrust-aside bodies. The past is love 
 
suppressed.  Closeup: focus copulates with 
F sharp.  Memories hide a wealth 
denied of music and outmode.  
 
In oldies songs in black dresses 
whose fade-labels frill our sex attic, 
caresses are snatched from kisses. 
 
The past is not us.  Its lovers 
are true for an hour that stays  
surprised behind a threshold of days. 
Maybe they can say when it's over. 
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FORTHFABLE  
 
What if everytime you cried you cried 
the same teardrops originally shed by 
Adam until all of them, their ripe total 
will be transferred down through history 
as far to fill, to flood then our final 
human.  And you too shall have carried 
as lash-lade others before you your  
socket-borne share toward our latter  
great cisternment that dolor water or 
lacri-liquid if we ever reach there. 
You too must pass this on. See Eve 
as she would have first received it, bent 
beneath him: the wide brows, the wider stare,  
both eyes bearing out his bared bereavement. 
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STALLED 
 
There must be a way  
back to the one 
who is always before me, 
some curve or go-round 
 
or cloverleaf should 
return me to she  
whose face is here now 
in front of me— 
 
Whose name I repeat 
staunchly as a stopsign  
at every corner, 
 
although I know  
no-one will halt; 
not even her.
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 ELEPHANT AND ENVELOPE 
 
Numbering their normal RAM in great noughts, 
The elephant and the envelope are  
Doomed to remember only pristine thoughts—  
They both carry every souvenir too far. 
 
No matter how creased and stained their skins fade,  
Even the erratum images they encase         
Remain abnormally there to be read 
(Password: remorse).  Is there no way to erase 
 
The years the yearfalls or are all these flaws  
Stored away somewhere perfectly forever— 
All of our memory sites dotcomlinked— 
 
Trapped in that utter trunkiness because 
The envelope is an elephant.  Never 
Forgets: thus it too will soon be extinct. 
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HEILSTYLES 
 
Of course the Spring fashions buried in Fall 
And dug up to wear in boisterous April 
Make the models even more skeletal: 
Body by Buchenwald; shade by Chanel. 
 
Nazi nurses infiltrate CIA hospice— 
At Safehouse Haven the dying agents 
Are coaxed by swastika sisters to confess 
A. Hitler was their greatest influence. 
 
A disappearance echoing with shoulders, 
A veinburst serpent evolved to doubt all, 
Still these lifecopy killers follow me. 
 
Wise fashionists resist history 
By staging it over in stale revivals. 
To stay in mode, though, one must grow older. 
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BAT HABIT 
 
bats are the nicotine of night 
that's why I always need a light 
ten packs o' Dracs a day or die    
my lung-caves crave that fang-wing high   
skreakedy skreak suckin' soot-sticks 
makes me blind but I find my fix 
when I unearth my undead stash 
I slake its flake through a neck-gash 
my lips bleed weed with every swig 
oh I should flick a cygnet cig 
and swank on swan-white coffin-nail 
but heck I'm hooked black-hack bat-toke 
what a tough puff bite-you-back smoke  
don't get mad Vlad I won't inhale 
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AS USUAL 
 
Immediately I'm dead 
Body laid out straight 
Please don't hesitate 
Just cut off my head 
 
Lift it and lay it a foot 
Or so below my feet 
Shift it till I look like 
An exclamation mark 
 
Overt sign of joy pain 
Surprise consternation 
Despair exuberance 
 
As usual a metaphor 
Meant to make up for 
My lack of coherence 
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GROUP PHOTOGRAPH (THE EARLY YEARS) 
 
Most biographies of the Moderns share 
A common pose: ranks of raw youth appear 
Often capped and gowned, uniformly there— 
It looks alike in all such Lives we read. 
 
Torn from some album somewhere, its focus 
Is general: all the figures are crushed 
Anonymously together and lost— 
Just, some airbrush has dinked a single head. 
 
Imagine rummaging through raindrops on 
Transmundane panes and eenymeenywhile  
Plucking from amongst them ‘Source of the Nile’! 
 
How of this many is there but one self— 
Whose underneath name obtains its caption— 
In book beside book, on shelf after shelf? 
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THE SPELL 
 
All the days with you in them 
are better than the ones with I. 
If you were me you'd know why. 
 
All the words with o in them 
are better than the ones with e. 
If you were me you'd see. 
 
Best of all of course is a 
because it always comes first, ha! 
Is it better being me or worse. 
 
And if these charms were reversed 
at times, would I worry who 
surpasses me, as versus you— 
 
at times I could barely tell. 
Better is good but not as well. 
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SELF(THE POET PASSÉ)PORTRAIT 
 
His task to watch an hourglass wash itself, 
A ritual cleansing that leaves him bare, 
Though no purification’s new enough 
To nullify the need for such labor— 
 
Prior soon to repeat, platonic clone, 
He should have practiced that horizon 
Vocation, camouflage, opening his 
Arms wide the better to hide.  But of course 
 
If the flesh is fire, bones are the kindling: 
Still there but aching to be unbelied  
By the lover; unbellied as breaths held 
Until all the minutes fall to the wrong 
 
End of the hour and find his final 
Efforts’ve faded, dated as (or like) a sundial. 
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THE FLAW 
 
Like a teardrop that although of many 
Teardrops composed hangs singly in an eye 
 
Which likewise might be meld of plural 
Orbs if all were known I mean visible 
 
Must I also go aggregate go greet 
A global bitter mime that bears its white  
 
Situate amidst their company sought 
Opposite I wake lost at night without— 
 
The pains I have pawned my own for him 
Grieve and the obeyed sweatbeads lamentum 
 
Made for the mead whose gracious weaves supply 
The final humors that give our body 
 
Physicality current as the sea's 
Before its fall repairs the fault that sees. 
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PEACE (PASCAL) 
 
There is a valley 
Is the oldest story. 
 
Its temperate qualities 
Make us descend the trees 
To settle down beside 
Fruits and fields. 
 
By its river content 
To sit quietly in a small tent 
To fashion fishing spears 
From fallen limbs. 
 
No need to climb its hills 
No need to go up there 
To look to see 
Another valley. 
 
 
Note: 
"Most of our problems proceed from our inability to sit quietly in  
a small room." —Pascal 
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PERFORMANCE-ART PIECE 
 
First she slides a banana up my ass  
almost but not quite all the way in 
then deftly with a knife she slices 
the rindtip that extrudes and when 
 
the pithsweet meatus shows its white 
cusp like a pearl between the moue 
of a romeo in a cameo says Right 
Hold it Okay now squeeze real slow 
 
as she squats and eats the ivory 
flesh emerging and smearing fused 
her red lispberries while the yellow 
 
skin remains within me to be used 
as a kind of condom for the dildo 
she has to ram in and out artfully. 
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FROM A DISTANCE 
 
If lip-readers move their lips when  
lip-reading, what do they say then? 
 
Are the phrasings of the speaker  
they scan mimed and mirrored there 
 
unconsciously, an almost silence 
less translation than transference? 
 
Unless the mouth gets taken, sent 
by its attendance to a strange intent 
 
till even a cough, a kiss—enunciations  
which paraphrase the space which runs 
 
through all speech though all tongues try  
to gun that gap by perusing, musing  
 
mere coherence.  Cued to its cusp,  
these words of ours are less than lisp. 
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THE OTHER SAVIORS 
 
For them the defeat was immediate,  
I.e., from within.  The ribstrokes of my heart  
Went and then the rain signed tangent its light  
Across things reviving that red desert. 
 
The slim stopsign amid far cacti stood 
And made our surest land convert a course 
Which every compass felt would rise renewed 
If, us-effaced, I failed to trace my source. 
 
See my countries carry their faraway 
Farther away each day, hear survivors 
Rip my page from their bribed bible and pray 
This be the key whose doors collapse all frontiers. 
 
Within the deepest room of which, eavesdrop-eyed, 
You surprised a recognition on its deathbed. 
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THE SEMBLANCE AMBULANCE 
 
From gaze-and-gone, that mine-or-yours is where 
I remember us, always fumbling to put 
the seal of arousal upon every stare— 
but in that same vacuum our eyes create 
 
with fade-outs/ins to each other, what waits? 
Look, in the space our meeting faces made: 
two eyebrows hurrying to earth, hair freed 
of groping now, impaled on summer's flute-spurts. 
 
The thrill that fills this masochronicle 
is shallow as a thimble poured from a navel.  
 
Waiting for a seashell's mating-period,  
we’ll keep the pose those opposites caused void 
to disclose, as if by held they were being near. 
 
See us there, like a truth carved by halves of core. 
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MONODRAMA 
 
Don't think, I said, that because I deny 
Myself in your presence, I do so in mine— 
But to whom was I speaking?  The room, empty 
Beyond any standpoint I could attain, 
 
Seemed all sill to stare off before someone's  
Full length nude, at halfmast their pubic flag  
Mourned every loss of disguise, allegiance  
More to the word perhaps than its image— 
 
But predators always bite the nape first 
To taste the flower on the spine-stem, so 
I spoke again, which shows how unrehearsed 
I failed to be.  I went to the window: 
 
Sky from your vantage of death, try to see. 
Flesh drawn back for the first act of wound, it's me. 
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NECKOGNITION  
 
In love the head turns 
the face until it's gone 
into another's where 
it is further torn 
 
from its own mirror  
and grows even more 
erased and lost and though 
the former still yearns 
 
to be his/be hers,  
it sees these lovers  
over your shoulder show 
 
that whatever disappears 
can also go as verse 
whose shape's nape-known now. 
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HERE ARE THE HEIRS OF HARVEST 
 
The lunatic walls that hide in front of love 
Are right to hide, though the eye tries to find them 
More undercover than the skull above 
 
Which the face finds your face, to coffer share 
A suffice of yes, an enough of no: 
Is that still credible in the morning where 
 
(Pillowjam/bedbutter spread, shed behind drapes) 
Our distance occurs, our demarcation 
Destinations are aimed at a landscape. 
 
Immured by dawns, the horizon trusts 
Only the space we vacate, plotting to rear  
An inherent figure, no longer us— 
 
That which waits concealed will yield our founding place. 
We must paint the house with what its grounds waste. 
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DEARTH DEMISE 
 
Satiety help me I have inhabit 
of this world.  Extant upon its designs 
to be more aimlessly fluttering at 
the window, to shadow all the patterns 
 
it offers each sun.  In frames far as eye 
I draw my words towards a juggler's shards 
as if our fallings-down our deaths occurred  
but did not involve a lot of colloquialized 
 
arm movements, the body language throws.  Thus                   
the shape of your silence when it speaks me 
is different than mine in saying you,  
 
though both of them resemble that spasm hymned as 
repose   lifepause   a happen of sorts   the way  
the horizon's a long way without meaning to. 
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AFTER BAUDELAIRE'S CAUSERIE 
 
The ocean of verse has left in my chest 
That stale ebb-tail taste of a bile blueplate; 
Its heft sits bitter beneath my lipcrest; 
Even my critics' deaths can't renovate 
 
An appetite for this: acid reflux    
My poems have all become, which in their prime 
Fed vanity's veins and guts with grubfucks 
Enough to inspire one more ex-lifetime . . . 
 
My heart?  Is Heartburnsville.  Landfill palace 
Leveled ever since my fellow poets 
Chewed its dumpster pews into prose-pellets. 
 
Come share their bard-fare, their warmth and fireplace— 
Eyes blazing like a holiday barrage, 
They char my offal flesh long past garbage. 
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TEMPTROUSSEAU 
 
The clock is dressed in drag, I mean it wears  
space instead of its own proper aspect—  
but if it wore time, would it disappear—  
isn't visibility an effect 
 
of transvestism, that shield/pastime whose  
crosscausal aim unmasks the eye: must you 
assume the costume of the other to  
be here, to present the sense with an ess . . .  
 
Narcissus saw his guise decked out all ruse, 
but if there were none, what would our true clothes 
consist of, our rig rags, our regalia—  
 
Whose dapper element dons us: Einstein's  
continuum or Flaubert's confidence  
that, come the same, the Bovary c'est Moi? 
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TO RIPLEY (Alien 1-4) 
 
Always your face like a space 
(Destination: beautiful) ship 
Empties its mote of closeup trace 
Down screens that blink blank blip  
 
Somewhere between countdown  
And coma time is a line 
Where waking centuries often 
Drained against that measure may find 
 
All blood redshifts (direction: west) 
Until film can clone one sun 
With stars both whole and gone 
 
Attending every sequel  
We pray for an intent equal 
To our interest 
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MEMORIAL GARDEN, NATIONAL MILITARY CEMETERY, ARLINGTON,  
   VIRGINIA, U.S.A. 
 
Where every rose 
blows more bellicose 
than the killer heroes 
 
below: the pinks all bleed 
on parade; each hybrid 
seed dreams of omnicide. 
 
In bouquet-beds they love 
like bayonets to shove 
their thorns through the air.  Above 
 
these barbarous bushes 
the most vicious 
flower that ever grew 
 
swishes— 
the Red White and Blue. 
 
 
Note: 
I ask any translator of the above to change "Arlington. . ." to the 
name of their own country's national military cemetery, and to 
use the colors of its flag in substitution for "Red White and Blue." 
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MORE USELESS ENVY 
 
When I imagine the cameras of fame 
homing in on me for a closeup,  
I back away, my back pressed against 
my eyes nose mouth: the reign of the same.  
 
Failure has surrounded me with flesh, 
with human-remaining-human features— 
Which is no consolation—Which does  
not make up for all the psychic scars 
 
which glitter-gifted faces inflict upon  
the crowd wherein I'm crammed 
trying to be as inconspicuous as I am! 
 
Daily I watch the famous zoom past. 
God, I wish I could persuade some void  
to synopsize its emptiness with this. 
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THERE'S THE RUB 
 
Envying young poets the rage 
You wish you could reverse your night 
And wake up days upon their page  
As old as them, as debut-bright. 
 
To feel the jolt when words go right, 
To suddenly hold each phrase tight: 
You wish you may, you wish you might 
Rise revised to that primal stage— 
 
But listen to my wizened sage: 
He claims there's one disadvantage 
Should time renew you neophyte— 
 
There'd be one catch you'd hate, one spite: 
Remember if you were their age 
You'd have to write the way they write. 
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PERSONALLY 
 
I saw this screenlegend guest on TV 
promoting the need for everybody 
inbetween plugs for the latest movie 
to help out like with our ecology  
 
small daily acts each of us personally 
just little things we can do at home, one 
example is don't let the water run 
hey people! ya'know? when you brush your teeth? 
 
Sometimes I remember that admonition, 
and then sometimes I grumble beneath 
the bristles, under frothy gums and lips: 
 
Hey filmstar! love your save-the-planet tips,— 
and hey, look: my faucet's off, not on—see?— 
the least you could do is come fuck me. 
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DRUG OF YOUR CHOICE 
 
And so I write, “Love paces out its exile 
beneath an Arch of Triumph.”  What the meanwhile 
does that mean—pacing is going nowhere 
and the arch is built to remind a war 
 
to bring tourists.  Overhung by that shrine 
(till infantry is the prose of pavements) 
time remains a frieze from a waxworks famine— 
vista in which we cum, sweat, become silent.  
 
Like a monkey caught in an orange pharmacy, 
love conditions the fool to riot reason . . . 
But from corners that climax has not stirred, coldly  
 
a cacti acrobat holds the horizon forth as  
an ideal of what constitutes refuge, pane  
deposit, distant, though its cuppings could kill us. 
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POEM FOR MEMBERS ONLY  
 
I chastise those who chose to transcend 
flesh, who drained themselves from the rainbow 
shadow, who strained to raise that sun 
which we in a seas' circle on earth hold down. 
 
Evolvates, through the straight stigmata 
of 12 and 6 o'clocks soaring.  Who saw 
instead, dawn shed a twilight-hither glow. 
 
Were they born or what, did their unsheared 
blood never climb past bud, to reach: such 
null-exegetes, soul-esthetes!—Should you try 
 
to get a glimpse of this aspiration, 
as if within your hair every strand 
shone against itself; yet would you say each 
was meant to be the head's sole ray. 
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HUMAN ESCAPE SYNDROME 
 
Often our pendulum-curtained ocean 
was thought to harbor a metronome, 
which saddled the minutehand 
and rode off to catch the hourhand. 
 
Time's simile?  Waves.  Waves—teeter empires, 
primed to fall, defined to fall. 
But now time is digital. 
 
Now time has no time for metaphors; 
a cyborg is not a mime of me. 
Human: android with a lobotomy. 
 
I climb the cliff above time's sea. 
The steep—and pull myself up by a thread 
that dangles from the sutures, 
one of the sutures in my forehead. 
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LIFE THEY SAY IS THE ANTERIOR ART    
 
Love dehydrates us with its thirsty scars: 
The forebode brigade braids a leash for every: 
In rut much oblivion finds one future: 
I'm summarizing, of course; but is that why 
 
We make art—becauses it compensates for 
Axioms: will experts scour the past for more,  
Its shared breath a vase unearthed by the shard 
Yield beneath some kiss-synopsis?  Although sharp,  
 
What mountain's peak can core our ground; can anything 
Break that surrogate, that curtained culture where  
Museums seek a center and spin, crumbling—  
 
How quick each chirp-equipped quote lets us go!  There 
Statues at their moment of greatest stress might 
Cause my eyelids to carve all else to sight. 
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PERSONAL POEM PROCESSOR 
 
I swear the word insanity has two i's, 
It bears itself what it brands schizophrenia,  
But if my diary is my obituary's 
Childhood, do I hit Delete to update?  
 
The northern none, the southern some, the eastern 
Each and the western who are all too othern 
To SpellCheck, or would be, if I knew how to 
Correct my yawn's pronunciation of you.  
 
Once born my meaning is porous to mania, 
So forgive me if I speak of my penis before 
My heart, me before you: I need such errors 
 
To pamper this new ParseGram.  Or is it too late 
To index exits?  Reaching the happen stage  
Our navels lacked certainty, that body phase. 
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PASSAGES  
 
Must I spread out maps flat beneath a tree 
and sit waiting for bird-droppings to plot 
my itinerary?  Where but in doubt 
of here has placement always brought me— 
 
The winch that lowers checkmate to its spot 
whines and vibrates too dramatically; 
the rain falls parallel to the rainfold; not 
believing in free will leaves me free to see    
 
via dimmer modes, by seerscapes of fog— 
The world blurs, in other words, into 
other words.  Water, I tell my followers, 
 
is the curse of all such clarity.  Fill 
the sink with faces, let them drain 
each other before you pull the plug. 
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AFTER THE BATTLE  (based on a translation by  
Stavros Deligiorgis of a poem by Nichita Stanescu) 
 
Upon a walnut leaf my forehead lies 
and floats downriver to the saddest part 
of day, that south where flags and boats capsize, 
where cold lakes die: I mourn my mouth, I start 
 
to press it hard on bitter bark or roots 
that lure me down.  Descending underground 
I swim in tree-sap streams, their current shoots 
an unseen enemy: my shoulders pound 
 
in rhythm motions now, I ride the wave,  
pursuing quick that shadow drowned in chase,   
that rabbit-heeled recruit who fails to save 
himself for ever, leaving me to face   
 
lees loss. . . .  Away from me it overflows  
a valley stacked with soldiers, dead in rows. 
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ZENITH 
 
Once a rocket lived in the soarway 
Now it’s gone 
Only a bird fills our sun socket 
Then travels on 
 
Hovering at all angles to 
Our tallest days 
Where the lion says needle star to god 
Far lingers no trace 
 
I wanted to share 
The occasion of that height 
Even if it was only a while 
The moan-length of a laugh I lived 
 
I wanted to stay there 
But I failed at the sight 
 


